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1 Introduction

This paper focuses on the recommendation of job ads to job seekers [1, 2], ex-
ploiting proprietary data from the French Public Employment Service (PES)
and focusing more specifically on low or unskilled workers. Besides the usual
challenges of data sparsity, the signal to noise ratio is high (few job seekers have
diplomas), and the scalability requirements are high, hindering the use of joint
job seekers-job ads features (e.g. geographical distance).

As a first contribution, a two-tiered approach, named Vadore, is designed
to handle these requirements: a first system called Vadore.0 leverages hetero-
geneous information; a second system called Vadore.1 builds upon the assess-
ment of job seeker/job ad pairs by Vadore.0 to narrow down the promising ads
for a given job seeker, and support a more fine-grained recommendation. The
comparison with XGBoost [17] shows significant computational gains with no
performance loss.

A specific question examined in this paper concerns the non-stationarity of
the job market, related with the Covid-19 pandemic. Two interpretations for the
variation of the recall performance are discussed; a normalized recall indicator
is proposed as second contribution of the paper.

Related work Job recommendation, surveyed in [15], has emerged as a major
domain of “AI for good” [19, 17].

The winning algorithm of the RecSys 2017 challenge [17] relies on XGBoost
[4], involving simple yet effective feature engineering. Quite a few other ap-
proaches have been developed by CareerBuilder [21], and LinkedIn [11, 7, 10, 14,
3, 20, 13]. A main difference lies in the fact that these approaches concern skilled
job seekers, with significantly lesser sparsity of the interaction matrix. In Ca-
reerBuilder [22], embeddings related to different facets of recommendation are
linearly aggregated. An originality of Vadore lies in the embedding related to
the geographical distance of the job seeker and job ad. In LinkedIn, a filter [3]
is used to narrow down the search, and generalized linear mixed models [20] are
used to combine user and item features [13]. The main difference with Vadore.1
lies in the non-linear aggregation process.
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2 Overview of Vadore

As said, Vadore is a two-tiered system: Vadore.0 narrows down the set of
possible recommendations, enabling the use of the more expressive and complex
Vadore.1 with good computational performance.

Vadore.0 adopts a “tower-shaped” architecture. As shown in Fig. 1,
Vadore.0 learns separate embeddings (respectively noted ϕk and ψk) as neural
nets, to model the different facets of job-seekers and job ads. The overall score
associated to a pair (job seeker xi, job ad yj) is the aggregation of each facet
through the learned Ak matrix, summed over all facets:

V adore.0(xi, yj) =
∑

k∈{geography, skills, other}

ϕk(xi)
tAkψk(yj) (1)

The facets modelled by these embeddings include: i) geographical aspects; ii)
skills and occupation; iii) all “other” factors (ranging from age, required salary
and type of contract for job seekers, to offered salary and company description
for job ads). Let us detail the “Other” embedding (due to space limitations
the geographical and skill modules are respectively detailed in Appendix B and
C). The relevance of each embedding to Vadore.0 is assessed through ablation
studies (Appendix E).

Fig. 1. Vadore.0 architecture overview
Fig. 2. Vadore.1 architecture overview

The ”Other” module exploits all information related to the job seekers and
job ads collected by the PES. The input representation size for job seekers (resp.
job ads) is 498 (resp. 491), including their textual description and the list of skills
associated with workers/ job ads after the French PES’ ontology. In both cases,
the description is reduced using singular value decomposition (SVD). Additional
features include job seekers’ search criteria, labor market profiles, administrative
data and socio-demographic backgrounds, and job ad’s requirements, character-
istics and firm description.

The ’Other” module is trained using a triplet margin loss:

L(Mother) =
∑

xi,yj ,yk

max{Mother(xi, yk)−Mother(xi, yj) + η, 0} (2)
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with Mother(xi, yj) = ϕother(xi)
tAkψother(yj) the output score of the module.

The loss is meant to ensure that Mother scores pairs (xi, yj) (corresponding to
an effective match) higher than (xi, yk), with yk another job ad.

Vadore.0 is parameterized from the weights of embeddings ϕk and ψk and
aggregation matrices Ak. Each embedding is first pre-trained independently us-
ing a triplet margin loss (Eq. 2). Thereafter, all embeddings are jointly trained
end-to-end with a triplet margin loss. In all cases, the learning process relies on
stochastic gradient descent and negative sampling. Negatives samples yk are job
ads sampled uniformly in the same week as the positive job ad yj .

Vadore.1: filter-based recommendation model. Vadore.0 is used to filter
out all job ads but the most promising 1,000 job ads for each job seeker. This
filter enables Vadore.1 to consider more expressive and elaborate features while
keeping computational costs in check. Notably, the negative sampling strategy
used in Vadore.1 selects more relevant job ads.

Formally, Vadore.1 learns two embeddings ϕ and ψ describing the job seek-
ers and the job ads in relation with the job seeker. Embedding ϕ(xi) takes as
input the job seeker xi description provided to the module “Other”. Embedding
ψ(yj , xi) takes as input the job ad yj description likewise provided to the mod-
ule “Other”, augmented with the value V adore.0(xi, yj), the rank thereof noted
r.0(xi, yj), and the distance in kilometers between the locations of xi and yj .

Vadore.1 finally learns embeddings ϕ(xi), ψ(yj , xi), and learns a neural
net on the top of ϕ(xi), ψ(yj , xi) and their elementwise multiplication ϕ(xi) ⊙
ψ(yj , xi). Vadore.1 is learned end-to-end using stochastic gradient descent and
a logistic loss,

minL(V adore.1) =
∑
i

log(V adore.1(xi, yj)) + log(1− V adore.1(xi, yk)) (3)

where yj stands as usual for the match of xi and yk for another job ad uniformly
selected after the filter selection operated by Vadore.0.

3 Empirical validation

This section reports on the comparative assessment of the Vadore recommen-
dation models. After describing the experimental setting, the performances are
reported and discussed. A decomposition of the performance of the modules
composing Vadore.0 is also presented in Appendix E. Some preliminary anal-
ysis of biases in the data and in the performance of Vadore are presented in
Appendix G.

Experimental settings We consider proprietary data of the French PES, recording
all official job seekers and most available job ads. We restrict ourselves to the
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, starting from Jan. 2019 to Feb. 2022 (164 weeks),
for a total number of 1.07 millions job seekers, 1.78 million job ads and 228k
hires. More details about the dataset are presented in Appendix A.
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The presented approach is comparatively assessed, using XGBoost, winner
of the RecSys2017 challenge [17], as strong baseline. The baseline is trained from
the same training weeks as Vadore, using the job ad and job seeker descriptions
provided to the ”Other” module (section 2). Following [17], XGBoost is provided
with additional pairwise features. In our case, we compute the partial adequacy
of the job ad and job seekers re the distance, skills, occupation, education, ex-
perience, contract type, spoken languages, driving licenses and wages.

Vadore.0 and Vadore.1, as described in section 2 are trained using the
neural architecture hyperparameters described in Appendix D.

Three performance indicators are considered: the training time, the single
recommendation computational time, and the mainstream recall indicator Re-
call@k (indicating the percentage of job seekers for whom the match is ranked
among the top-k recommendations) for k ranging in {10, 50, 100, 1,000}.

Comparative results The performance indicators of the considered approaches
are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative Results of Vadore and XGBoost:
Recalls@{10, 20, 50, 100, 1,000}. Overall training time and recommendation time
(per job seeker, in seconds).

Recall@k XGBoost Vadore.0 Vadore.1

10 26.83 22.88 25.96
20 35.59 31.55 35.65
50 48.75 44.12 49.07
100 58.88 53.80 58.67
1000 86.47 82.13 -

Computational training time 10 hours 7 hours + 40 ’
Computational single recommendation time 7” 0.002 ” + 0.003”

The recall@1000 of Vadore.0 is greater than 80%, upper bounding per con-
struction the recall@1000 of Vadore.1 as the filter removes the match for circa
20% of the job seekers (see appendix G). As expected, Vadore.1 significantly
outperforms its first tier Vadore.0.

Overall, for a significant fraction of the job seekers, their match is ranked in
the top 100.

The overall lesson learned from Table 1 is thatVadore.1 behaves on par with
XGBoost, while improving the recommendation time by two orders of magni-
tudes. As known [17], a main source of efficiency of XGBoost is in the use of
engineered pairwise features, finely confronting the job ad and the job seeker
w.r.t. the various facets (e.g., distance, contract, wage, driving license).

4 Analysis of a non-stationary recommendation problem

This section focuses on the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on the job mar-
ket (Fig. 3), and on the performance of Vadore. From Jan. 2019 to March
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2022, three lock-downs have been associated with occasional shutdowns of “non-
essential” firms’ activity. The first period (Before-LDs: early 2019 to March
2020), is used as reference of the French labor market. The second period (During-
LDs: May 2020 to Apr. 21) sees brutal adjustments and strong restrictions on
the economy. The third period, (After-LDs: May 2021 up to Mars 2022) is char-
acterized by lighter regulations. These unfortunate events, viewed as ”natural
experiment” [6, 9] enable to disentangle the respective impacts of the change in
the behavior of the individuals, and in the amount of job ads, on the recommender
system performance.
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Fig. 3. Non-stationarity of the French job market from Jan. 2019 to March 2022 (partial
data availability for the last two months). Left: distributions of job seekers (left scale)
and job ads (right scale). Right: Evolution of the normalized recall (in green) vs the
observed recall (in blue) of Vadore.1 during the Before-LDs, During-LDs and After-
LDs periods.

Non-stationarity of the job market distribution. The non-stationarity of the dis-
tributions of respectively jobs seekers and job ads is evidenced through tackling
a 3-class supervised learning problem, and predicting the class a given job ad/job
seeker belongs to (i.e., is observed in the 1st, 2nd or 3rd period). The results sug-
gest that the change of distribution is insignificant regarding the job seekers (the
discrimination accuracy being close to chance) and very significant regarding the
job ads (the discrimination accuracy is twice as high as chance). As could have
been expected, the changes are related to the job sectors, with a surge of ads
in the health sector, and a significant decrease in the Hotels-Restaurant-Leisure
sector. The reader is referred to Appendix F for more details.

The recall of the Vadore.1 recommender system in all three periods is dis-
played in blue Fig 3 (right). Overall, the recall is significantly better in the
During-LDs period, and recovers a performance on par or better than its refer-
ence level (in the Before-LDs period) in the After-LDs period.

A normalized recall indicator. A first conjecture is that the change of perfor-
mance can be explained by a modification in the behavior of the individuals (job
seekers applying to different job ads; recruiters taking advantage of the increased
tension to uplift their expectation). A second conjecture is that the change is
primarily and only due to the fact that part of the job ads have disappeared dur-
ing the During-LDs period. Two further remarks are done. Firstly, the ”missing”
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job ads are not visible in the recall, that by design only considers the matches.
Secondly, the task of the recommender system − recommending relevant job
ads to people having found a match − is facilitated as the number of job ads
decreases by circa 1/3 during the During-LDs period.

The alternative is investigated by proposing a normalized recall indicator,
invariant w.r.t. the overall number of items (job ads) on the market. If the
second conjecture holds, this normalized recall indicator is expected to be stable
along the three periods.
Definition. Let us define a reference period with K∗ offers. The normalized
recall at k, noted Recall@k, associated with a period with overall number of
items K, is defined as the observed recall at k′ such that K/K∗ = k′/k:

Recall@k = Recall@k′, with k′ =
K

K∗ k (4)

The evolution of the normalized recall, considering an average week of the Before-
LDs period as reference, is displayed in green on Fig. 3 (right). The detail of its
evolution per week suggests that the series of the normalized recall does not
present changes after mid 2020.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

The main contribution of the presented Vadore approach is to address the
real-world complex problem of job recommendation for unqualified job seekers.
The obtained results (circa 60% for recall@100) might contribute to easing the
frictional information problem of retrieving interesting offers in the dozens of
thousands available job ads. The proposed two-tier architecture supports a com-
putational gain of circa two orders of magnitude compared to XGBoost, with
similar performance.

A scientific question investigated in the paper concerns the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the job market. Based on a normalized recall indicator,
it was possible to show that the changes of performance are mostly due to the
change in the number of job ads (as opposed to, a change in the behavior of the
job seekers or recruiters in terms of labor market choices).

A key perspective for further research is to investigate the biases of the data
and of the recommender system itself, characterizing whether some categories of
persons are less well taken into account than others.
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Supplementary material

Appendix A: The proprietary data

We consider proprietary data of the French Public Employment Service, record-
ing all official job seekers and most available job ads. For convenience, only job
seekers from the southeast-central region of France, referred to as Auvergne-
Rhône-Alpes, are considered in the following, together with the job ads located
in the region or in the neighboring departments. The considered time frame
includes 164 weeks, starting from Jan. 2019 to February 2022.

The overall number of job seekers is 1.07 million, and the overall number of
job ads is 1.78 million. The overall number of hires (matches) is 228k. Each hire
is either directly documented through the PES (following a Mise en relation)
or inferred from mandatory employment declarations by employers (DPAE). In
the latter case, the job ad matched is deduced from the fact that the company
posted a single job ad in the considered week.

The training set includes a random selection of 85% of the weeks from Jan.
2019 to Dec. 2021; the test set includes all remaining weeks from 2019 to 2021,
plus the first 8 weeks of 2022. On average, circa 400k job seekers, 64k job ads
and 1.4k matches are observed per week. The dimension of the job seekers and
job ads description is reported in Table 2.

Appendix B: Geographical module

The geographical module uses a tiled representation of the locations, taking
inspiration from kernel density estimation and matrix factorization [12].

The embeddings process the tile-based representation of the zip codes of xi
and yj . Ageo (Eq. 1) is set to the identity matrix. These embeddings are pre-
trained by minimizing a triplet margin loss [18]:

L(Mgeo) =
∑

xi,yj ,yk

[Mgeo(xi, yk)−Mgeo(xi, yj) + η]+ (5)

where [A]+ = max(A, 0), and η > 0 a margin hyper-parameter (set to 1 in
the experiments). The loss is meant to ensure that Mgeo scores pair (xi, yj)
(corresponding to an effective match) higher than (xi, yk), with yk another job
ad. Mgeo is trained from triplets (xi, yj , yk) where yk is uniformly selected in
the job ads contemporaneous of yj and located farther away from xi. This pre-
training enables Mgeo to capture the varying time or money cost of transport in
different locations (tiles), notably depending on the public transport networks
and/or traffic jams.

The geographical module eventually returns the scalar product of ϕgeo(xi)
and ψgeo(yj).
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Appendix C: Skills and occupation module

A nomenclature of labor market skills is considered by the French Public Em-
ployment Service, including circa 14k terms (e.g., “welding techniques”, “tax
system knowledge”). An ontology of job sectors, called ROME, is also available,
consisting of 11 general sectors (“agriculture”, “healthcare”), composed of 110
coarse-grained sectors (“woodcutting and pruning”, “medical practitioner”) and
532 fine-grained types of job. Each ROME code is associated with a list of skills
after expert knowledge. The description of each job ad includes the skills of its
3-level ROME code, and possibly extra required skills. Likewise, each job seeker
describes their skills; and the skills associated with the desired occupation are
added to their description. The ϕskills and ψskills embeddings respectively pro-
cess the binary representation of the list of skills associated with xi and yj . This
module is pre-trained using a margin loss (Eq. 5) like the geographical module,
aimed to score a matched pair (xi, yj) higher than (xi, yk) with yk uniformly se-
lected among the contemporaneous job ads. It jointly learns embeddings ϕskills
and ψskills, together with their aggregation matrix Askills, expectedly capturing
the occupational similarities among skills.4

Eventually, the skills module returns the scalar product of ϕskills(xi) and
ψskills(yj), mediated through matrix Askills:

Mskills(xi, yj) = ϕskills(xi)
tAskills ψskills(yj)

Appendix D: Experimental settings

The main neural networks hyperparameters are described in Table 2.
In all cases, the models are trained and tested in the secured PES platform,

using Xeon(R) Gold 5215 CPU @ 2.50GHz with 64 GB of RAM and a Tesla
V-100S GPU.

Appendix E: Ablation studies

Ablation studies are conducted to investigate the impact of the different modules
involved in Vadore.0, namely the geographical, skills and “Other” modules. Ta-
ble 3 reports the recall@100 performance obtained by a single module (left part),
and the cost of ablation, estimated from the performance of all modules but one.
A first remark is that the overall performance of Vadore.0 (53.8) is close to the
sum of the performances of its components (15.43 + 34.79 + 4.80 = 55.02), con-
firming the merits and the complementary nature of all three modules. The

4 Note that a matrix of similarity among ROME codes is also available, defined from
expert knowledge. The difficulty lies in its heterogeneous level of detail, as types of
jobs more recently appeared on the job market, e.g. related to communication, are
described in a less detailed way.
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Table 2. Vadore hyper-parameters: Neural architecture of the Vadore.0 modules
and of Vadore.1. In all cases, the learning rate is adapted using Adam.

Vadore.0 Vadore.1
Parameter Other Geographical Skills

Input dimension 498 (Job seekers) 573 (Job seekers) 12.3k 483 (Job seekers)
491 (Job ads) 571 (Job ads) 472 (Job ads)

Hidden Layer size 500→100 573 → 571 200→100 ϕ, ψ: 200
Hidden Layer size MLP: 200

Batch size 256 32 32 128
Learning rate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.00001

importance of the geographical module is witnessed by both its performance as
standalone (around 15% of the matches are explained by the single geographical
information) and by the fact that the performance is significantly decreased when
not considering the geographical aspects. The importance of the skills module
is significant though moderate, with a low associated standalone performance
(4%), and removing this module decreases the overall performance by about
the same amount. The most surprising result is related to the ”Other” module:
while its standalone performance is the best single one (34.79), removing it only
entails a not too high decrease of the performance (and even outperforms the
Mother alone!). A tentative interpretation is related to the redundancy between
the information processed by Mother and by Mskills, both having access to the
occupational profile of the job seekers.

Table 3. Vadore.0: Impact of the three geographical, skills and other modules. Left
part: performance of modules as standalone. Right part: performance of the whole
Vadore.0 when removing a single module.

Single module All modules but one
geo other skills geo other skills

Recall@100 15.43 34.79 4.80 30.02 40.66 49.43

Appendix F: Impact of the pandemic on the job market

The changes in the job seeker and job ad distributions are measured along the
celebrated adversarial principle [8], considering that two distributions differ iff
datasets sampled from these distributions can be discriminated.

Change in the job seeker distribution

A 3 class classification problem is formulated, that of classifying a job seeker
in the period they apply to the PES (noting that a job seeker can apply in
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several periods). The question is whether some job seekers were mostly met
during one of the three periods.5 The classification problem, considering an equi-
distributed sample of the job seekers in all three periods, yields a classification
rate of 39%, that is close to chance (33%), as shown on Fig. 4. This suggests that
the distribution of the job seekers is not significantly modified in nature due to
the Covid-19: people arriving on, or leaving the job market are not significantly
different.

Before lock-downs

In-between lock-downs

After the 3rd lock-down

0.82 0.11 0.07

0.45 0.42 0.13

0.39 0.13 0.48

(a) Job seekers

0.38 0.27 0.35

0.27 0.32 0.41

0.24 0.28 0.48

(b) Job ads

Fig. 4. Discriminating the 3 periods for the job seekers (left) and the job ads (right)
distributions: Confusion matrices of a logistic regression, normalized by row. The dis-
crimination accuracy is close to chance (39%) for the job seekers, and significantly
higher (57%) for the job ads.

Change in the job ads distribution

The Covid-19 pandemic caused large shifts in terms of number of job ads (Fig.
3), with a weekly number of open job ads circa 70k in 2019, below 30k on the
onset of the pandemic, reaching 50k in the middle of 2020, and returning to
pre-pandemic levels after the end of the third lock-down.

The change of distribution between the job ads during the three periods is
assessed as above, by tackling an equidistributed classification problem, involv-
ing 1.36 million job ads uniformly sampled in every period. In contrast with
the above, however, the classifier yields a performance accuracy of 57%, thus
significantly above the chance (Fig. 4, bottom).

This shift is essentially related to the job sectors: occupations linked to
healthcare, as well as personal and community services, represent a larger part of
the job ad population during the pandemic, while hotels, restaurants and other
leisure-related occupations (closed throughout a large portion of the pandemic)
are significantly reduced (Fig. 5).

Stability of the recall indicator

5 The description includes: gender, number of children, maximum level of education
reached and its type, geographic location as specified by latitude, longitude and
department, desired occupation, willingness to work full or part time, accepted mo-
bility, experience, qualification level, desired contract type, reason of inscription,
administrative category of the job search, and zip-code level socio-demographic fea-
tures. Some care was exercised to prevent information leakage between the job seekers
description and the considered period (e.g. through the minimum wage).
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Fig. 5. Distributions of job seekers (left) and job ads (right) per sector, during the 40th

week of 2019, 2020 and 2021. Very moderate changes are visible concerning the job
seekers (slight decrease of Business Support, slight increase of Transport&Logistics).
Very significant changes are visible concerning the job ads, notably in the “Personal
and community services”, and in the “Hotels, restaurant and leisure” sectors.

Fig. 6. Average recall of Vadore.1 during the Before-LDs, During-LDs and After-LDs
periods.

Appendix G: Analysis of the biases

An important issue regarding the design and application of machine learning
for social good [5] is related to the biases, usually present both in the data and
in the behavior of the system. These biases are characterized using the same
methodology: i) by defining a category of job seekers who are less “well served”
by the PES (respectively by Vadore), ii) by tackling the discrimination between
the less “well served” category and the well served category; iii) by analyzing
and interpreting the feature importance provided by a random forest tackling
the classification problem.

Biases in the data. The “less well served” category of job seekers is formed of
the job seekers staying on the PES portal for eight consecutive weeks without
finding a match (noting that the job seeker population includes circa 1 million
individuals, with about 1.4k matches per week).

A random forest, considering an equidistributed dataset of size 278k, yields
a predictive accuracy of 60.6%. The two considered categories of job seekers are
therefore significantly statistically distinct, though the gap remains moderate.

The most important features retained by the random forest to discriminate
among both categories are: the reservation wage, the textual information (“busi-
ness card” of the job seeker”) and their spoken languages. A closer look at the
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feature importance suggests that the random forest actually tackles another
discrimination problem as the one intended: it discriminates the job seekers con-
ducting an active search on the PES portal, from the job seekers conducting their
search otherwise.

Biases in the Vadore relevance. Along the same line, the category of job seekers
“less well served” by Vadore is set to the job seekers for whom the matched job
ad has rank greater than 1,000 (circa 20% of the job seekers), missed by both
Vadore.0 and Vadore.1.

A random forest, considering 34k job seekers in the test set, yields a predictive
accuracy above mere chance, with an AUC .65. The two considered categories
of job seekers are therefore significantly statistically distinct too.

The marginals of the “less well served” category show that these job seekers
are those finding a job rather far apart from their location (Fig. 7, left), and
(seemingly independently) with a comparatively high educational background
(Fig. 7, right; NIV1 corresponds to 5 years after the end of high school). As noted
by [16], the mobility of the job seekers tends to increase with their educational
background. Overall, it is suggested that Vadore.1 serves less well the people

Recall vs distance to the job ad location Recall vs educational background

Fig. 7. Vadore.1: Who are the less ”well served” job seekers ?

finding a job farther away, and those with a stronger educational background.
This bias is interpreted as reflecting the distribution of job seekers present on
the PES’ portal.


